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ABSTRACT

RESULTS

The overall purpose of this research paper is to look more
in depth into the problem of Gender Issues in the
workplace by focusing on three main issues that are
present in today’s society and how a light can be shed on
them. We start explaining the Glass Ceiling and how it
can hold back not just women, but other minorities as
well. Then we look into Human Trafficking and how it’s
important to look at the signs in the workplace before it
gets severely dangerous for that individual. Lastly, we
touch on the issue that is summarized as Domestic
Violence by explaining that it does not just affect the
person's private life, but can also affect the person's work
life and even the employers business, if not later taken
care of. We will explain each of these issues in depth and
provide recommendations to lessen these issues for
employers, organizations and even individuals alike.
Surveys performed will also present the knowledge that
individuals have on the different issues.

If yes, what do you know about the glass ceiling?
“The concept that women in the professional world eventually hit a
barrier in advancement whereas men are able to advance to the top
levels of the profession.”
“That it is a metaphor usually used for women or minorities stating
that there is a barrier created by bias and discrimination that keeps
those groups from reaching a certain level of status.”
“When a woman and man are in the same position, it is easier for the
man to rise up but for women, they are stuck in that position, whether
they think they have gone as far as they could or outside forces are
stopping them.”

If yes, please specify what you think the signs are...
“Lack of emotional and physical vitality aas well as avoidance of eye
contact, interactions, and communication with others. Hesitation to
respond, be themselves; fearful and/or anxious. Physical features as
well.”

INTRODUCTION
Gender issues is not a necessarily a new problem that we
as a society face in today's world. It has been around for
centuries where women are not put into the same
professional level as their male counterpart even if they
have the same qualifications or experience as they do.
However, it has recently been brought into light more as
the world has been slowly changing, and women have
been gaining more power in the professional world.
Throughout our research, we studied the different subjects
that can become issues in the workplace that deal with
gender differences. We first look into what the glass
ceiling is and how it can affect both genders, and how we
can find ways to reduce the effects in the workplace.
Then we look at human trafficking and if we as a society
are not careful enough it can become dangerous for all
parties involved. With this research, we try to find a
solution to lessen the impact of human trafficking in the
workplace. Lastly, we look into the effects of domestic
violence in the workplace, and how it does not only affect
the person involved, but can also lead to problems for the
employer as well.

“Scared looks, covering bruises..”
“Tattered clothing and poor hygiene, uneasiness, constantly looking
down.”
What do you think the effects of Domestic Violence have on a person?
“Domestic violence can be mentally damaging to anyone, no matter
what gender. Many domestic violence victims tend to blame
themselves and need therapy after events of domestic violence.
Victims often have trouble trusting others and moving on.”
“It diminishes their sense of self love, self worth, and their willingness
to protect their best interests. The effects are extremely detrimental
and often times lead to isolation from family and friends along with
broken trust. It’s an unfortunate, crippling experience.”
“Lack of confidence, emotional dependency, poor social skills, warped
version of love.”

CONCLUSION
Based on the information gathered from our research, studies performed, and analyzation, gender issues are still heavily present and many individuals in today’s society are either knowledgeable
or do not take action. This results in gender issues never being solved. In order for progress to be made, individuals inside or outside of the workforce need to stop being ignorant and
acknowledge what is; They must be more knowledgeable of their surroundings and know when and how to react when situations are not justice. Individuals must pay more attention and be selfconscious about those intersecting qualities such as power, knowledge, work, violence, health, time, and money. The glass ceiling, human trafficking, and domestic violence practically happen
everywhere and we must step up and start making changes in our society to eliminate these gender issues, and work more towards gender equality. Organizations can introduce specific programs
targeted towards women. They can also make sure their work environment is aware of gender bias. Human trafficking can be acknowledged through training employees to spot signs and put
policies in place for them to take protocol. Lastly, domestic violence can be acknowledged through training employees how to notice signs in the work environment. They can offer counseling
for employees going through domestic violence as well.

METHOD
We used a quantitive research method through performing
a survey that included many of our peers such as
classmates, co-workers, and family. Quantitive research is
normally statistics formed from the data collected, which
is used to quantify opinions, experiences, behaviors, and
other variables to provide more insight on the particular
subject at hand.
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